OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
* Transmission, Automatic, Sentronic
* Moonroof, Power Slide/tilt
* Comfort Package
* Onstar, 1-year Of Safe And Sound Plan.
* Black
* Black, Leather-appointed Seat Trim

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

EXTERIOR
* Mirrors, Outside Heated Power-adjustable
* Turn Signals, Side-mounted Indicator Lamps
* Wheel And Tire, Spare, Compact
* Wipers, Front Rain-sensing
* Mirrors, Outside Heated Power-adjustable
* Turn Signals, Side-mounted Indicator Lamps
* Glass, Tinted And Heat Absorbtent
* Wipers, Front-sensing
* Door Handles, Body-color, Exterior
* Glass, Tinted And Heat Absorbtent
* Wheels, 16" X 6.5" (40.6 Cm X 16.5 Cm)
* 5-spoke Twin, Alloy
* Tires, P215/55r16 97h All-season
* Wheel And Tire, Spare, Compact
* Headlamps, Halogen
* Fog Lamp, Rear
* Turn Signals, Side-mounted Indicator Lamps
* Glass, Tinted And Heat Absorbtent
* Mirrors, Outside Heated Power-adjustable
* Wipers, Front Rain-sensing
* Fog Lamp, Rear
* Door Handles, Body-color, Exterior
* Headlamps, Halogen
* Fog Lamp, Rear
* Fog Lamp Surround, Black
* Turn Signals, Side-mounted Indicator Lamps
* Wipers, Front Rain-sensing
* Wheel And Tire, Spare, Compact
* Mirrors, Outside Heated Power-adjustable
* Fog Lamp, Rear
* Fog Lamp Surround, Black
* Headlamps, Halogen
* Fog Lamp, Rear
* Glass, Tinted And Heat Absorbtent
* Wipers, Front Rain-sensing
* Fog Lamp Surround, Black
* Headlamps, Halogen
* Fog Lamp, Rear
* Glass, Tinted And Heat Absorbtent
* Mirrors, Outside Heated Power-adjustable
* Turn Signals, Side-mounted Indicator Lamps
* Wheel And Tire, Spare, Compact
* Door Handles, Body-color, Exterior
* Headlamps, Halogen

INTERIOR
* Mirrors, Outside Heated Power-adjustable
* Turn Signals, Side-mounted Indicator Lamps
* Wipers, Front Rain-sensing
* Wheel And Tire, Spare, Compact
* Mirrors, Outside Heated Power-adjustable
* Fog Lamp, Rear
* Fog Lamp Surround, Black
* Headlamps, Halogen
* Fog Lamp, Rear
* Glass, Tinted And Heat Absorbtent
* Wipers, Front Rain-sensing
* Fog Lamp Surround, Black
* Headlamps, Halogen
* Fog Lamp, Rear
* Glass, Tinted And Heat Absorbtent
* Mirrors, Outside Heated Power-adjustable
* Turn Signals, Side-mounted Indicator Lamps
* Wheel And Tire, Spare, Compact
* Door Handles, Body-color, Exterior
* Headlamps, Halogen
* Steering Wheel, Mounted Audio Controls
* Steering Wheel, Sport, Perforated Leather-wrapped
* Cruise Control, Electronic With Set And Resume Speed
* Armrest, Rear Center With Pass-through Opening
* Remote Keyless Entry
* Defogger, Front, Side-window
* Power Outlets, 2 - 12-volt
* Theft-deterrent System, Content Theft Alarm With Engine Immobilizer
* Visors, Driver And Front Passenger With Dual Illuminated Vanity Mirrors
* Trim, Wood-effect Decor On The Glovebox
* Seat Adjuster, Driver 2-way Lumbar
* Trim, Wood-effect Decor On The Gear Lever Surround
* Instrumentation, Analog Includes Speedometer, Tachometer, Boost Gauge, Fuel Level, Engine Temperature And Digital Odometer With Trip Meter
* Lighting, Interior Includes Delay-off Feature, Overhead Map, Footwell And Remote 'halo'
* Lock Control, Central With Remote Keyless Entry
* Cargo Anchorage Loops, In The Trunk
* Cup Holder, Front Folding In Instrument Panel
* Assist Handles, Front And Rear Outboard Includes Jacket Hook On Rear Handles
* Mirror, Inside Rearview Manual Day/night
* Defogger, Rear-window, Electric
* Armrest, Rear Center With Pass-through Opening
* Trim, Wood-effect Decor On The Doors
* Remote Keyless Entry
* Profiler, Menu System For Individual Settings
* Defogger, Front, Side-window
* Steering Column, Adjustable Tilt/telescoping
* Theft-deterrent System, Content Theft Alarm With Engine Immobilizer
* Cup Holders, 2 In The Second Row
* Trim, Wood-effect Decor On The Glovebox
* Air Filter, Cabin
* Trim, Wood-effect Decor On The Gear Lever Surround
* Lighting, Interior Includes Delay-off Feature, Overhead Map, Footwell And Remote 'halo'

Model 9-3
Year 2011
VIN YS3FA4CY8B1308667
Trim Black
Color Black
Engine 2.0L DOHC MPFI 4-Cyl Turbocharged Engine

Total Base Price $28,900.00
Transmission, Automatic, Sentronic $1,350.00
Moonroof, Power Slide/tilt $1,200.00
Comfort Package $1,095.00
Onstar, 1-year Of Safe And Sound Plan. $750.00

MSRP $33,295.00